CLUBS AND TEAM SPORTS ACADEMIC / BEHAVIOR SIGN OFF

As you know, participation in clubs and team sports requires that one continue to be a good student in areas of academics and behavior.

To participate in school-sponsored sporting activities, one must keep a C average in all subject areas. If the average falls below a “C,” or a player has incomplete classwork that has gone beyond reasonable time deadlines according to classroom teachers, the player will not be permitted to participate until the grade average has improved to a “C” and work has been completed according to the classroom teacher’s satisfaction.

Likewise, improper behavior in school resulting in detention or suspension will result in the player being ineligible for the next scheduled game. “Retraining” during recess on the day of a game or club meeting will also result in the player being ineligible for the evening game/club activity or a weekend game/club activity if retraining was issued for the last day of a school week.

Please sign to confirm that you understand the Divine Redeemer School policy for participation in clubs and team sports.

Player Name: ____________________________________________

Player Signature: ________________________________

Parent Name: ________________________________

Parent Signature: ________________________________